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Let C be a smooth proper irreducible algebraic curve of genus g > 1 over 
a finite field F,. Let T = n U 17’ be a divisor on C x C composed of the 
graph 17 of the qth power morphism of C and its transpose n’. The study of 
lifting of the pair (C, T) to characteristic 0 is of some interest in connection 
with automorphic forms (congruence relations of Shimura curves [ 12]), and 
is of a direct import in the arithmetic of unramified coverings of C (see [8] 
and below). We shall study local deformations of (C, T), in particular the 
question of liftability to characteristic 0. 
Serre and Tate have shown [l I] that the pair of an ordinary abelian 
variety over F, and, its Frobenius lifts uniquely to characteristic 0, 
generalizing a result of Deuring on elliptic curves. The feature of our 
problem seems more complicated. It is not that the set of singular points 
IZ f7 II’ of T, which corresponds bijectively with the set of Fql-rational points 
of C, gives any technical difficulties. On the contrary, if C has sufficiently 
many and well-distributed Fqz-rational points, then the moduli scheme for 
local deformations of (C, T) appears to be smooth over the ring of Witt 
vectors W(F,); in particular, (C, 7’) lifts to characteristic 0. If not, the 
moduli scheme becomes sometimes nonflat over W(Fq) (even Artinian such 
as Z/(p’)), and sometimes flat by specific circumstances. 
The main purpose of this paper is (i) to study local universal family of 
deformations of (C, T), (ii) to provide some relatively simple sufficient 
conditions for the liftability of (C, T), (iii) to give a uniqueness theorem for 
the liftings of “unramified type,” and (iv) to discuss some selected examples. 
Since the main results are summarized in Section 1, we explain only briefly 
here. Fix a finite set G of closed points of degree < 2 on C, and let G T be the 
corresponding subset of 17 flI7’. Let &’ be the category of complete 
noetherian local W(F,)-algebras with residue field F,. Consider such liftings 
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($F, g) of (C, 7’) to A E .d that are symmetric (i.e., ‘i5 = g in V XA g) and 
for which K splits formally into the sum of liftings of ZI and of 17’ near each 
point of nc-317’ - 6,. (Thus, when G is the full set of closed points of 
degree <2, the latter restriction disappears, and when G = 0, we are looking 
for liftings of 17 and 17’ separately.) Then Theorem I says that there is a 
universal family of such liftings over a base scheme of the form Spec R, 
9i E (p, m2) (m: the maximal ideal of FV(F,)([t,,..., tm]]). Here, m, r are 
explicitly given invariants of the pair [C, G]. They satisfy 
m-r=jGJ-2(q- l)(g- 1). 
When G is in a sense well distributed on C, we have r = 0. There are many 
examples of this sort. Theorem 3 deals with the case m = 0, and gives a 
sufficient condition for the vanishing of “obstructions” 9* ,.~.) 9,, when C has 
some group of automorphisms leaving G stable. In particular, this provides a 
criterion for the existence of liftings of “unramified type” (Corollary 2; cf, 
also Examples 2-4). Unramified liftings are closely connected with Shimura 
curves, but previously no examples had been constructed by means of 
liftings. Two other theorems (Theorems 2,4) are related to the rigidity. Let g 
denote the set of geometric points belonging to 6. Theorem 2, which deals 
with the case 6 = 0, leads to a corollary saying that if ] G / < (q - I)( g - 1) 
then R is Artinian. Theorem 4 says that when ] 6 / = (q - I)( g - 1) (which is 
to impose that the liftings be of unramified type) and q =p: there is at most 
one lifting of (C, T) to p-adic integers. These two theorems contain some 
results of a more delicate nature for the case q =p. 
The present work continues 161. The principal results of [6] used here are 
as follows: (i) there is, at each step of infinitesimal liftings starting from 
(C, T), at most one lifting having a prescribed local datum at each singular 
point of T; (ii) the set of all infinitesimal liftings can be described in terms of 
associated differentials. (To avoid misunderstandings, it should perhaps be 
added that this determines in particular whether the set of infinitesimal 
liftings is empty or not, not just that the set of infinitesimal liftings forms a 
principal homogeneous space of ‘LHk” if nonempty.) We use (i) mainly for 
Theorem 1, and (ii) for Theorems 2,4. But for the general arguments (in the 
proof of Theorem I), we owe much to Schlessinger [ ZO] and Del&e [ 1 ]. 
When (C, T) is liftable to characteristic 0, a strict comparison fheorem 
holds between the fundamental group of (C, r) and its liftings. Let %FD be the 
Galois group of the maximum unramified Gal&s extension of the function 
field F+(C) in which all “special points” (Section 1.1) are decomposed 
completely. Then gD is isomorphic with the profinite completion T of F- 
n,Pt) * ,,(Wa) n,(‘%‘), the free product with amalgamation, where !& ‘Jt’ are 
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complex curves that “lift” C, so is the normalization of the lifting so c 
!?I x 3 of T? and x1 denotes the topological fundamental group (cf. [7, 
Sect. 4, the special case; 8, the general case]). Thus, when (C, T) is liftable, 
the study of YP is reduced to that of homomorphisms between three 
topological fundamental groups. Note that the well-known Grothendieck 
comparison theorem between the fundamental groups of C and its liftings did 
not give an isomorphism. The use of liftings of ZZU II’ is essential for this 
“isomorphicity.” 
We summarize our main results in Section 1. The proofs and auxiliary 
results are in Section 2, and selected examples are discussed in Section 3. 
Some remarks and open questions are in Section 4. 
Some applications of our method and further examples have recently been 
given by Y. Furukawa. 
1. MAIN RESULTS 
1.1 
Let C be a smooth, proper and absolutely irreducible’ algebraic curve of 
genus g > 1 over a finite field K = Fq. Let Ii’ c C x C be the graph of the 9 th 
power morphism of C, and 17’ be its transposed graph. Put T = I7 U II’, and 
consider it as a reduced closed subscheme of C x C. Let W(K) denote the 
ring of Witt vectors over K, and d the category of complete noetherian local 
W(K)-algebras with residue field K. By definition, a lifting of (C, T) to A 
(A E ~2) consists of 
(1) smooth proper A-schemes g’, %?‘, together with k--isomorphisms 
a:Cr55?@Oarc, a':C2i'@AK; 
(2) an A-flat closed subscheme d c g xA V’ = 9 such that 
dxY(CxC)=T (via a X a’). 
We will suppress the CZ, a’ and refer to (%?, g’; E‘-). Two liftings (g’, @‘; a), 
(g*, g*‘; &?*) of (C, T) to A are called equivalent (denoted by -), if there 
exist A-isomorphisms E: Q r p*, a’: g’ 2: 5??*’ inducing the identity map of 
C, such that (E x s’)(g) = 6”. Note that g (or @‘) has no nontrivial A- 
automorphisms inducing the identity map of C, because H’(O,) = 0 for the 
tangent sheaf 0, of C (as g > 1). Therefore, E and a’ are unique. A lifting 
(%?‘, g’; g) is called symmetric and denoted also as (5?‘; a), if 5?’ = Q and 
’ This can be replaced by relative irreducibility (cf. Section 4.1). 
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‘d = t?? (t: the transpose), or more precisely, if there exists an A- 
isomorphism @’ 2 G? inducing the identity map of C (which is unique) and 
if ‘E? = d after the identification of @’ with 57. A lifting (%?‘, @‘; g) to A is 
called trivial, if the W(K)-multiplication on A factors through K and 
(GY, %?‘; E-‘> = (C, C; 7’) @,A. We shall mainly consider symmetric liftings. 
Corresponding results for nonsymmetric liftings will be given in Section 2. 
There is an important distinction related to local properties of d at each. 
closed point P E IIn 17’. First, let A E d be Artinian, (F, F’; E) be a 
lifting of (C, T) to A, and P E I7f117’. We say that P is ardinary w.r.t. 
(@, g’; K), if there exists an open neighborhood U c 99 x.* 9’ of P such 
that g I? U contains two A-flat closed subschemes YU, 9; that lift 17n U, 
II’ n U, respectively. By induction on length(Aj, it is easy to see that 
YU, 9; are unique for each Il. For a general A E & and (57, g’; E-)/A, we 
call P E Ifn II’ ordinary, if P is ordinary w.r.t. (GY, ‘Z?‘; d j 0, (A/m”+ ‘), 
all n > 0, where m is the maximal ideal of A. (For A: Artinian, this is 
equivalent with the former definition. Note that the property of P being 
ordinary remains invariant under base changes.) For example, if (g, 57’; F) 
is trivial, all P E IZ n 17’ are ordinary. We call P E ZZn 17’ specia/ w.r.t. 
(@, @‘; g) if it is not ordinary. Note that the two projections T-+ C induce 
one and the same bijection 
(closed points P of 17 n 17’ } 
z (closed points Q of C with deg Q < 2 ), (l.l.lj 
(deg: the degree over K) and mutually conjugate bijections 
{geometric points Pof l7n IZ’) z (F,2-rational points Q of Cl. (1.1.2) 
We call Q (or Q) ordinary (resp. special) if the corresponding point P is 
ordinary (resp. special). 
For applications, it is more convenient to consider the problem of finding 
those liftings with which the special points are contained in a prescribed set 
of closed points of C. Thus, put 
6’ = (closed points Q of C with deg Q < 2 }, 
and fis any subset G c G ‘. Put 
(l.i.3) 
Hi = the number of closed points Q E G with deg Q = i (i= 1,2), 
H=H,+2H,= c degQ. (1.1.4) 
QEC 
DEFINITION. A (symmetric) congruence relation belonging to [C, G; A ] 
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(A E &) means an equivalence class of (symmetric) liftings (GY, %Y’; 8‘) of 
(C, T) to A satisfying the condition 
[Gl all points of Go - 6 are ordinary w.r.t. (g’, Q’; E). 
If G is chosen to be minimal, or in other words if all points of 6 are special 
w.r.t. (q, g’; g), we say that (V’, S?‘; a) strictlv belongs to [C, 6, A]. 
THEOREM 1. For a given C and 6, consider the functor 1: ~2 -+ Sets 
dej?ned by 
l(A) = (symmetric congruence relations belonging to [C, 6, A] }. 
Then 1 is representable by a couple (R, 0 (R E -4, < E 1(R)). Moreover, R is 
of the form 
R = WKc>[[t, ,..., t,J]/(v),,..., P,>, (1.1.5) 
where ql ,..., v,, E (P, m*) for m = h t , ,..., tm), and the integers m, r > 0 are 
invariants of the data C, 6 given below (1.1.9). 
Note that the existence of a symmetric congruence relation belonging to 
[C, 6, A] for some domain A E s?’ with characteristic 0 is equivalent with 
the flatness of R over W(K). 
Remark. Our functor 1 is not just “has a hull” or “prorepresentable” in 
the sense of [lo], but “representable” in the usual sense. In other words, not 
just “formal versal” or “formal universal” but “universal.” The reasons are 
simple. We are dealing with liftings of curves and closed subschemes (* 
algebraizability), and secondly, H’(O,) = 0 for the tangent sheaf 0, of C (3 
no infinitesimal automorphisms). The main point lies on the determination of 
the numbers m and r (although r is not necessarily the minimal number of 
generators of the ideal (9, ,..., q,.)). 
To define m and r, put 4 =pf (p: a prime). Let K = K(C) be the function 
field of C, and 22 be the one-dimensional K-module of all differentials of C. 
Let gh (h > 0) denote the tensor product of h copies of 2? over K, 9(-h) the 
K-dual of gh, and put go = K. Then ~22~ OK Gh’ can be canonically iden- 
tified with G?2i(h+h’) for any h, h’ E Z. An element of gh (h E Z) is called a 
differential of degree h on C. For each 5 E gh, its divisor (0 is defined in 
the usual way, and c is called regular if (0 > 0. Denote by W, the K-module 
of regular differentials of degree h on C. Then dim W, = (2h - l)(g - 1) for 
h > 1. Let y: 53 -+ 63 be the Cartier operator, the unique additive map 
satisfying (i) y(P~) = xy(<), (ii) y(k) = 0 and (iii) y(y-’ dy) =y-l dy for 
all r E S?‘, x E K, y E Kx. Define a K-linear map 
m: wq,, -+ w, (1.1.6) 
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by I’@@ + ‘) -+ yf(y dx) 0 dzc (x, y E K, x & P). It is well defined and is 
subjective by Lemma 1 of [6]. Call U the kernel of [f]; 
o-u-w q+1 m w,----+o (exact). (1.1.7) 
We have dim U = dim W,+ ! -dim W,=2(q- l)(g- 1) 
Denote by fee the residue field of a closed point Q of C. For each Q E! 6, 
choose such a differential rQ E S? that rQ # 0, co at Q, and for each 
t-E wq+l, P ut & = (< @ (z~)@(-~-‘))~ E ICY (the residue class at Q of 
< 0 (rQ)oc-s-” E K). Define a K-linear map 
(1.1.8) 
byf%)= &&Q))QeC. Note that if we change (rQ)QEb, thenf- is merely 
changed by multiplication of elements of nQEG ICY. In particular, the 
dimensions of the K-modules Kerdf-), CokerGf ) are invariants of the data 
C, 6. Now the numbers m and r are defined by 
Note that 
m = dim Cokeru-), Y = dim Ker(f”). (1.1.9) 
m--=HH,+H,-2(q- l)(g- 1): (I.l,lO) 
H,, H, being as in (1.1.4). 
COROLLARY 1. (i) If r = 0,2 then for any A E ti. there exists a 
symmetric congruence relation belonging to [C, G, A]; (ii) IY m = 0, then ,fot 
each A E zf, there is at most one symmetric congruence relation belonging to 
[C. 6, A]. 
For example, there are 20 nonisomorphic curves for q = g = 2. If we take 
G = Go, then 13 curves among them satisfy r = 0 and hence are liftable to 
(say) characteristic 0 together with the correspondence T = nU IT’ (see 
Section 3.2). 
COROLLARY 2. If H, + H, > 2(q - 1 )( g - 1 ), then dim R > 1; in other 
words, there exists a symmetric congruence relation (‘Z? g’> belonging to 
[C, Gt A] such that either A is a complete discrete valuation ring of charac- 
teristic 0, or A = K[[t]] and (F, &F) is nontrivial. 
Since the assumption of Corollary 2 is equivalent with m > r, this follows 
’ In other words, G is so well distributed on C that 5 E U, & = 0 for all Q E 6 implies 
<=o. 
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immediately from Theorem 1. The following “negative” result on the lifting 
of (C, Z7) is also useful for our purpose. Here, a pair (g, 9) is called a 
lifting of (C, L7) to A if %? is a smooth proper A-scheme that lifts C and 
9 c %Y xa g is an A-flat closed subscheme that lifts 17. 
THEOREM 2. For each C, the functor I’: JS? + Sets defined by 
A’(A) = (equivalence classes of liftings of (C, Z7) to A} 
is representable by a couple (R ‘, r’) (R ’ E &, r’ E L’(R ‘)), where R ’ is an 
Artinian ring of the form 
R ’ = W(K)/@” (n > 1). 
If q =p, then n = 1; hence (C, II) has no liftings except for the trivial defor- 
mation (C, IZ) 0, A in characteristic p. 
The proof of Theorem 2 (and the following corollaries) will be postponed 
to the last section, 2.7, of Section 2, because the proof of the “n = 1” 
statement is delicate and requires the use of associated differentials (as does 
the proof of Theorem 4). 
COROLLARY 1. Suppose (S??‘, G?“; K) is a congruence relation belonging 
to [C, 6, A], where either A is a complete discrete valuation ring of charac- 
terisfic 0, or A = K[ [t]] and (g’, %?I; k?) is nontrivial. Then E- is irreducible 
(in fact, integral) and H > (q - l)( g - 1). When H = (q - l)( g - l), 
(@, g”; &?) is of unramiJied type, i.e., the projections Knr 4 557, g” from the 
normalization of d are unramified on the general fiber. When (@‘, GY?’ ; g) 
strictly belongs to [C, 6, A] and H > (q - l)(g - l), then (‘Z, LY’; W) is of 
ram@ed type (i.e., not of unramified type). 
With this in mind, we call the initial data [C, G] also of unram@ed type 
when H = (q - I)( g - 1). The following obvious corollary should be 
compared with Corollary 2 of Theorem 1. 
COROLLARY 2. IfH< (q- l)(g- l), then dimR=O. 
1.2 
In some important cases we have m = 0, r > 0 (see Section 1.3). Then 
Theorem 1 only says that R is a quotient of W(K). It is important to be able 
to say, also in some such cases, that R = W(K), which would imply the 
unique liftablity to W(K) (and to any other A E &). For this purpose, we 
consider the case where C has an automorphism group G leaving the set G 
stable. Then, at each infinitesimal step of liftings, the obstruction class is 
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shown to be G-invariant. So, if there is no G-invariant element #O in the 
space of obstructions, then it assures the liftability at this step. And by our 
assumption m = 0 which implies the uniqueness of Iiftings, the action of G 
can also be lifted. Since the space of obstructions at each infinitesimal step is 
basically the dual of Kerf- (as will be shown in Section 21, we “explicitize” 
the condition (Kerf”j” = 0 assuming 1 GI f 0 (modp), and we obtain 
Theorem 3 which, due to its complicated form, will be postponed to 
Section 2. Here, we present two special cases (]Gj = 2 resp. H= 
(4 - l)(g - 1)) as corollaries. 
COROLLARY 1 OF THEOREM 3. Assume m = 0, p # 2, and that C has a 
K-automorphism u of order 2 stabilizing G as a set. Call a the number of 
closed points of 6 fixed by o (as closed point). Then (i) a 6 r; (ii> ci = r 
impiies R = W’(K) and hence the existence of a unique symmetric congruence 
relation 5 Owth.) A belonging to [C, G, A] for any A E ,d. 
By Corollary 1 of Theorem 2, the case where II = (q - 1)( g - 1) is of 
specific interest in connection with the construction of unramified liftings. 
For this case we have: 
COROLLARY 2 OF THEOREM 3. Assume m = 0 and H = (q - 1)( g -- 1). 3 
Assume moreover that there exists a finite group G of K-automorphisms of C, 
with /G/ f 0 (modp), stabilizing G as a set and satisfying the following 
conditions where, for each closed point Q of C, D, denotes the stabilizer of Q 
in G (the decomposition group), I, (c Do) denotes the pointwise stabilizer ojj 
geometric points belonging to Q (the inertia group), and eo = iI, j; 
(a> f Q E G, deg Q = 1, then ea = 2, 
(b) $ Q E 6. deg Q = 2, then e, f 1, e, divides q + 1, and (D,,I,) is 
a dihedrai pair,’ 
(c) if Q @F G, then eo divides q - 1. 
Then R = W(K). Accordingly, for each A E &‘, there exists a unique 
symmetric congruence relation 5 @cy(Kj A belonging to [C, 6, A]. 
Unfortunately, the range of applicability of Corollary 2 is quite restricted: 
in fact, we can check that the assumptions are satisfied only when 4 ,< 83. 
But I hope it is still of some worth, because it provides at least a number of 
examples of unramified type (see Section 3). Previously, no examples. 
unramified type or not, had been given by means of lifting. 
‘This implies r=(q-l)(g-l)+H,>O. When H=(g-l)(g-1) and q=p, the 
condition m = 0 is also a necessary condition for the liftability to Z/p’ (cf. Lemma i(ii). 
Theorem 4 and its proof). 
’ That is, D, is generated by the cyclic subgroup la and an involutive elemem u 6S I, with 
the relation C-‘go = g-’ (g E IQ). 
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1.3 
Our final theorem gives the following uniqueness assertion (announced in 
[7al). 
THEOREM 4. Let [C, G ] be of unramz~ed type, and q =p. Then there is 
at most one congruence relation belonging to [C, G, Zp] (Z,: the p-adic ring 
of integers). When it exists, it is symmetric. 
The proof uses the theory of associated differentials [6], and is of a 
delicate nature. We do not claim, for example, that m = 0 holds whenever 
H = (q - l)(g - 1) and q =p. The theory of Shimura curves suggests that 
there should exist a symmetric congruence relation of unramified type over, 
say, Z,[fi], which does not come from a one over Zp. Then m must be 
positive. Perhaps the correct generalization of Theorem 4 would be: 
Conjecture. If [C, G] is of unramified type, then the ring R (of 
Theorem 1) is of dimension < 1.’ 
2. PROOFS AND AUXILIARY RESULTS 
2.1. Lemmata 
I. Obstruction to Injkitesimal Liftings 
Let 0 be the tangent sheaf of S = C x C, N, be the normal sheaf of T = 
I7 U II’ in S, and 0 + N, be the canonical sheaf-homomorphism. Denote by 
E and NF its kernel and the image, respectively. Since H’(E) = 0 (cf. [6, 
Sect. 4]), the sheaf exact sequence 
O+E-,O-tN+O (2.1.1) 
induces a cohomology exact sequence 
0 + H’(O) --) II’(N H*(E) + H*(O) + 0. (2.1.2) 
As in (61, put 
Obs = Coker(H’(O) + H’(NF)) = Ker(H*(E) -+ H*(0)). (2.1.3) 
Further, put 2 = NT/N:. Then 2 is with support IIr? II’, the set of singular 
points of T, hence it decomposes as Z = OpGnnn, 2,. Denote by G, the 
subset of II n I7’ corresponding to G (via (1.1.1)) and define the subsheaves 
2’ c 1 and NF c N, by 2’ = OPEC, 2, = NF/N:, so that the sequence 
O+N;+N,C+2G+0 (2.1.4) 
’ When 4 = p, we can check that R is a quotient (trivial or not) of a discrete valuation ring. 
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is exact. Look at the following diagram, in which both the horizontal 
sequence (induced by (2.1.3)) and the vertical sequence (induced by (2.1.4)) 
are exact: 
0 - H’(O) - H*(NO,) - Obs d 0. (2”iSj 
H*(N;) 
0 
Define the homomorphism F: Ho@‘) + Obs by the commutativity of (2.1.5 )* 
Let * + ‘* denote the symmetry of S = C x C, extended naturally to the 
actions on various sheaves on S and their cohomology groups. If V is one of 
such groups, the symmetric elements of V (i.e., those invariant under JF + ‘*) 
form a subspace of Y denoted by Vs. Call 
f: H”(2’)’ -+ (Ohs)” (2,1.6) 
the homomorphism induced from F. By an infinitesimal base-change triple 
(A *, A ; p), we mean a triple of two Artinian elements A*, A E ~8 and a 
surjective morphism p: A* --) A satisfying m* . (Ker p) = 0 (m*: the maximai 
ideal of A *). Then Kerp is naturally a rc-module. Let 1 be the functor in 
Theorem 1. 
LEMMA 1. (i) For each infinitesimal base-change triple (A*, A; pj 
(write I = Kerp) and an element q E A(A), we can associate in a canonical 
way an element 6 E (Coker f) 0, I, called the obstruction to the liftability of 
q to A*; i? vanishes if and only if A(‘a is nonempty. Moreover, it satisfies 
the jiinctorialitv described below. (ii) When 8 = 0, n(p)- ‘q forms a principal 
homogeneous space of (Kerf) 0, I (in a functorial way as described below). 
II. The Functoriality 
Let (A*, A;p), (A*‘, A’ ;p’) be two infinitesimal base-change triples and 
O----tI-A*,A-0 
&---+I’---+A*’ &‘A’-0 
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be a commutative diagram of morphisms, where I = Ker p, I’ = Kerp’. Then 
for any q E 1(A), @(A *,A;p; r,r) E (Cokerf) 01 is mapped to 6(A *‘, A’;p’; 
,l(u)q) E (Cokerf) @I’ by 1 @ z. Moreover, when 6(. *, A;p; q) = 0, the 
actions of (Kerf) @I and (Kerf) @I’ on J(p)-‘v and I(p’)-’ I(a)q are 
connected by 1 @ I: (Kerf) @ Z-1 (Kerf) @I’ and I(a*): I(p)-‘q + 
n(p’)-’ A(a)r. 
III. The Duality 
LEMMA 2. The two u-linear mappings 
f: f~Z”(2’)~ -, (Obs)” arzd f-: U+ n Ic 
QPG 
are mutually dual. 
(Section 1.1) 
2.2. Proof of Theorem 1 Assuming Lemma 1, 2 
We use the general theory of Schlessinger [lo]. Let Jgo denote the full 
subcategory of &’ formed of Artinian objects. Call A, the restriction of the 
functor 1 to *do. Note that A(K) consists of a single element co = (C, 7). 
I. That )io Is Prorepresentable in the Sense of [lo] 
By Theorem 2.11 of [lo], this is reduced to showing the following 
assertions, where K[E] (E* = 0) is the ring of dual numbers over K. 
(i) ,l(rc[.s]) is a finite set (3 the condition (H3) of [IO]), 
(ii) for any A, A’, A” E do and morphisms p: A’ --, A, q: A” -+ A such 
that p is surjective and m’ . (Kerp) = 0 (m’: the maximal ideal of A ‘), the 
canonical map 
l(A’ xA A”) --t J(A’) x,1(A) 1(A”) (2.2.1) 
is bijective (=> the conditions (H,)(H,)(H,) of [IO]). Here, as in [lo], 
A’ x.4 A” = {(a’, a”) E A’ x A”;p(a’) = q(a”)}. 
To check (i), write A(rc) = {to} and let I: IC-+ K[E] be the canonical 
injection. Then I(rc[s]) contains the trivial element ,l(z)(r,); hence non- 
empty. Therefore, Lemma 1 applied to p: K[E] -+ K (E -+ 0) shows that ~(K[E]) 
forms a principal homogeneous space of (Kerf) 0, (Kerp) = Ker(f); 
whence (i). To check (ii), consider the functor D: do -+ Sets which associates 
to each A E do the set of isomorphism classes of deformations of C to A in 
the sense of [ 10, Sect. 3.71. Since H’(O,) = 0, each deformation %? of C to A 
has no nontrivial A-automorphisms inducing the identity map of C. 
Therefore, by the arguments of [ 10, Sect. 3.71, the canonical map 
D(A’ xa A”+ D(A’) xDCAj D(A”) (2.2.2) 
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is bijective. Now let r’ and I?” be any elements of J(A’) and k(,A”), respec- 
tively, lying above the same element r~ E J.(A), and let (g’; a), (q’; g’); 
(‘Z”; g”) be representatives of 17, q’, tl”, respectively. Then by the bijectivity 
of (2.2.2) there exists a unique {g*} E D(A’ X.~ -4”) lying above the classes 
{G?‘}, (@?‘“I of @‘,%“. Now put A’=A’ xA A”, define <4” =.G? x,~ %?‘, and 
similarly define Y’, Y”, 9’ from g’, @“, @“. We shall check that there is 
a unique A.-flat closed subscheme 6’ of 9’ lying above g’ and g”. For 
this purpose, consider any afftne open set Spec B, c C W C. and let 
B, B’, B’!, B’ be the rings of sections over Spec B, of the structure sheaves of 
9.9’, Y”, 9”, respectively. From the argument of [ 10, Sect. 3.7) follows 
easily that B’ = B’ x8 B”. Let a, a’, a” be the ideals of B, B’, B” defining 
g, E7-‘, g”, respectively. Then by Lemma 3.4 and Corollary 3.6 of [IO], it 
follows directly that a’ = a’ X, a” is the unique ideal of B’ such that B’/a’ is 
A.-flat and such that (B./a’) aA. A’ = B//a’, (B./a’) 0,. A” = B”ja”. 
Therefore, E?-’ exists uniquely, and by uniqueness, it must be symmetric. That 
(8’; g”) satisfies [G] can be checked in the same manner. Therefore, (2.2.1) 
is bijective. Therefore, d, is prorepresentable. 
II. That i Is Representable 
Take any A E &’ with the maximal ideal m; put A,, = A/rnni ’ (n > 0). 
Take any projective system {v~}~>~, II, E &(A,), and let (gn ; gJ (n > 0) 
represent qn. Since a projective system of proper curves is uniquely 
algebraizable [2, III, 5.4; 3, III] there is a unique proper smooth A-scheme 
G? lying above gX, and since a projective system of closed subschemes E?,$ c
@,, XAngn is also uniquely algebraizable in 97 xA p 12, III, 5.1.8, 5.4.1 /) 
there is a unique A-flat closed subscheme d c 0 xA F lying above {F%?~,). 
Obviously, d is symmetric and (g; g) satisfies [G]. Therefore, there exists 
a unique element q E 2(A) representing { 1;1,},>,,. The rest is obvious, 
III. The Final Step6 
Let (R, t) represent A. By [ 10, Sect. 21, R is of the form R = 
~(K>[lt,,-., tr]]/a, with some 1> 0 and an ideal a c (p, ml). Since the 
cardinality of Horn&, K[E]) is ql, Q[E]) has q’ elements. On the other 
hand, ~(Ic[E]) is a principal homogeneous space of Kerfwhich, by Lemma 2, 
is the dual of the m-dimensional K-module Cokerf-. Therefore, I= m. We 
must show that the ideal a is generated by r elements. Put R* = 
WK)[ It, v-**, tm]]/am, and let p: R * -+ R be the canonical projection. Put I= 
Kerp = a/am, which is a finite K-module. For each n > 0, p induces a 
surjective homomorphism pn: Rz + R, between the quotients of R*,R 
modulo the (n + 1)th power of the maximal ideals. Note that (R,*, R,;p,j is 
an infinitesimal base-change triple. Write I, = Kerp,. Let <, E A@,) be the 
6 A similar argument has been used by Deligne in a part of his note [l]. 
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image of <, and 6, E (Cokerf) @I,, be the obstruction to liftability of <, to 
RZ. Then PnL,o forms a projective system due to the functoriality of 
obstructions and hence determines an element 6 E (Cokerf) @I. Regard 6 
as an element of Hom((Kerp)-, Cokerf) (“: the dual space). By the 
definition of (R, <), 6 cannot be lifted to R */b for any b$ Kerp. Passing to 
Artinian quotients and translating this in terms of nonvanishing of 
obstructions, we see that 6(8) # 0 for any nonzefo element 0 E (Kerp)“. 
Therefore, 6, as an element of Hom((Kerp) , Cokerf), is injective. 
Therefore, dim(Ker p)- < dim Cokerf; hence by Lemma 2, dim Kerp ,< 
dim Ker(f-) = r. Therefore, Kerp = a/am is generated by at most r 
elements, and hence so is a. This proves Theorem 1, assuming Lemma 1.2. 
2.3. Proof of Lemma 1 
The readers are assumed to be familiar with the previous work [6, 
Sects. 4-71. For our present purpose, we must generalize it to the case of 
arbitrary base-change triples. Thus, fix an infinitesimal base-change triple 
(A *, A;p) and put I = Kerp. Then the first part of Section 5 should be 
generalized as follows. Let B* be a flat A *-algebra and put B = B* @A = 
B*/IB*, B,=B”O x K. Then (i) the group of A*-automorphisms of B* 
inducing the identity map of B is canonically isomorphic with Der(B,) 0, I, 
where Der is the module of K-derivations. (ii) Let f0 E B,, and assume Jo is 
not a zero-divisor in B,. Let a be a B-ideal whose image in B, coincides with 
(f,). Then B/a is flat over A iff a = df) with some fE B lying above fO. 
Moreover, in this case, f is not a zero-divisor of B. (iii) Take 
S E Der(B,) @ I and the corresponding A *-automorphism E of B * acting 
trivially on B. Letf*,f *’ be two elements of B* having a common imagef 
in B. Then E maps the ideal df*) to (f”‘) iff z0 - 6& E (JOB,) @I, where z,, 
is the element of B * . Z s1 B * aa* I = B, 0, I (-: by the A *-flatness of B *) 
defined by f *’ -f *, and f. is the image off in B,. These assertions can be 
checked easily by standard arguments in flat modules ((i)(ii) are well 
known). It is clear how the rest of [6, Sects. 4-71 should be modified (just 
tensor with I when necessary). 
Now let (A *,A;p), I be as above. Fix also a lifting (g’, 9’; a) of (C, 2) 
to A, and put 9’ = 4 X.~ g’. Take P E T, and let U be an affine open 
neighborhood of P in 9. Then there exists a flat A *-scheme U* such that 
U* Baa A 21 U, and U* is unique up to A *-isomorphisms inducing the 
identity of U [3, III]. Moreover, U* is necessarily afftne [2, II, 6.7.31. Put 
$Y = Un6. Two pairs (U*,p*) and (U*, JY*‘), where y*,%/*’ are A*- 
flat closed subschemes of U* that lift $?, are called isomorphic, if there exists 
an A *-automorphism of U*, inducing the identity of U, which maps $‘* to 
JY*‘. Each germ of isomorphism classes of (U*, $Y*), as U shrinks to P, is 
called a local class at P. If P 6$ ZZ n 17’, then a local class at P is unique. If 
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P E 17n II’, the set 2$ of all local classes at P forms a principal 
homogeneous space of Ho@,) @ I. As in [6], call Y = nPcnnn, Fp the set 
of local conditions. (When II n Z7’ = 0, Y consists of a single element.) It is 
naturally a principal homogeneous space of H’(2) 0 I. Take I = (I,) E 9. A 
iifting (@*, %*‘; g*) of (%?‘, @‘; 8-‘) to A* is said to satisfy the condition I, 
if (GF* X.4a 9 *‘* 8F*) belongs to the local class I, at each P E IZ r? I7’. Now , 
what Theorem 1 of [6] says is that for each 1 E Y, there is at most one 
lifting of (g’, %Y’; g) to A * which satisfies 1, and that the obstruction to its 
existence is an element p(I) of Obs @I. Moreover, Proposition 1 says that 
the mapping 9 --f Obs @I defined by I -+ p(l) is equivariant with the 
homomorphism F”: H’(Z)+ Obs (the homomorphism F of (2.1.5) for 
G = Go). Therefore, if we do not fix 1, the obstruction to the existence of a 
lifting of (g’, +?‘; F) to A * is an element of 
Coker (H’(2) -+ Obs) @ I, 
and when the obstruction vanishes, the set of nonequivalent liftings forms a 
principal homogeneous space of 
Ker(H’(2) + Obs) 0 I. 
Now suppose that (‘F,g’; a) satisfies the conditions [G], and take 
P E ZIfIZI’ - 6,. Then P is ordinary w.r.t. (%Y?F’; g). Let 
U = Spec B c %? x A 57 be a small affine open neighborhood of P, and (71) 
(resp (rr’)) be the ideals of B defining YU (resp. St,) (by the above remark 
(ii), they are principal). Let U * = Spec B * be a flat A *-scheme such that 
U* @,,,* A = U, and ;rl*, 7r*’ be any liftings of n, 71’ to B*. Let S* E B” be 
any lifting of 7~71’. Then it is easy to see, by using the foregoing remark (iii), 
that 
P is ordinary w.r.t. the local lifting (U*, (f*)) if and only g 
(U*, df*)) is isomorphic with (U*: (n* . n”‘)). 
(2.3.1) 
l[n particular, there exists a unique local class 1: E LL$ w.r.t. which P is 
ordinary. Put 
Then Fe, as a subspace of 9, forms a principal homogeneous space of 
Ho@) @ I. Therefore, the obstruction to the existence of a lifting of 
(%Y, %F’; a) to A * satisfying [G] is an element of 
Coker(H’(5’) * Obs) 0 1 
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and when it vanishes, the set of nonequivalent liftings satisfying [G] forms a 
principal homogeneous space of 
Ker(H’(2’) -+ Obs) @I. 
To deal with symmetric liftings, note first that the symmetry of C x C 
leaves each closed point P of n r7 17’ invariant and when deg P = 2, inverts 
the two geometric points belonging to P. It is also easy to see that Ho@,) 
has a symmetric base e and that the symmetry acts as ae --f a4e (a E ICY); 
hence H”(2,)’ is a one-dimensional Ic-module. Now let (%Y; a) be symmetric 
and satisfy [G]. Let 9 = JJ Yp be the set of all local conditions w.r.t. 
(g; E?) and p: A * --f A. Then the symmetry acts on 9p for each P, and hence 
also on 9 in the obvious way. The compatibilities /3(‘Z) = ‘p(Z)(Z E 9)) 
‘(Z+a)= ‘I+ ta (IELi?, aEH0(2)@I) can be easily checked. We need the 
following three facts; (I) a lifting of (@; g) to A * belonging to 1 is 
symmetric iff ‘Z = I; (II) for each P E 17r‘l ZY, (5$)” is nonempty, and hence 
forms a principal homogeneous space of H”(2,)5 0 I; (III) ZF is symmetric, 
for each PEZZnZl’-6,. 
To check (I), suppose ‘I= 1. Then (%Y*,g*‘;E-*)z (V*‘,5??*: ‘g*) for 
the corresponding lifting; hence there exist two A *-isomorphisms 
E: SF* 2 GY*’ and E’: GY*’ r g* inducing the identity of g and transforming 
cc?-‘” to %-*. But the composite E’ o E must be the identity, because 
H’(O,) = 0. Therefore, (g*, g*‘: g*) is symmetric. The converse is 
obvious. 
Proof of (II). Unless p = 2 and deg P = 1, this follows immediately from 
the compatibility ‘(I, + aP) = ‘Zp + ‘ap(Zp E ,5$, ap E Ho@,) @ 1) and the 
above description of symmetry on H”(2,), because in this case every element 
p E rc, with ,8 + ,8” = 0 can be expressed as p = a - a9 (a E ICY). The proof 
including the exceptional case is obtained as follows. First, let D* be any flat 
A *-algebra and put D = D* @A. Then D” is a free A*-module, because A * 
is Artinian (cf. e.g., [ 10, Sect. 31). Therefore, the canonical homomorphism 
D* @ D* --t D @ D induces a surjection (D * @ D*)’ + (D @ 0)’ between 
symmetric elements. Another thing to be noted is that, if P is any closed 
point of Z7 n ZZ’, every symmetric function g on T = 17 U Z7’ which is regular 
near P extends to a symmetric function g” on S = C x C which is regular at 
P. In fact, since g is symmetric, the residue class g(P) at P belongs to K. Put 
c = g(P). Then there exists a function h on S, regular at P, such that 
h In = g - c and hJ,, = 0 for the restrictions. Then g= h + ‘h + c satisfies 
the required property. Using these facts, it is easy to check that if Spec B is a 
small aftine open symmetric neighborhood of P E ZI n 17’ in ?Y X, GY’, there 
exists a symmetric element f E B’ such that d is defined by f = 0 in Spec B. 
Our assertion (II) follows immediately from this and the surjectivity of 
(D* @ D*)’ -+ (D 0 0)’ (for D: an affine ring of 0). 
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(III) follows directly by using (2.3.1). 
Now let (F : g), p: A * + A, 9 = n PP and 9’ be as above. By (Hj, 
(III), (YG)” is nonempty and hence forms a principal homogeneous space of 
H”(2G)r 0 I. Since /3(‘I) = ‘p(1), /?((5P”)“) is contained in (Ohs)” 0 1, and 
forms a single coset of (Image f) @I in (Obs)” 0 I. Call 6 the element of 
(Coker f) @ I thus defined. Then 6 = 0 iff the set (I E (5!‘)“; /?(I) = 0) is 
nonempty, i.e., iff (F*; F*) exists. The rest is obvious. This settles the proof 
of Lemma 1. 
The proof of the functoriality is trivial, and hence omitted. 
2.4. Proof of Lemma 2 
We shall in fact check the duality between the following two commutative 
diagrams of K-modules: 
H’(2”) -% Obs 
T 1 
H0(2F)S f. (Obs)’ 
(2.4.2) 
n - KQCUX u 
QeG 
(2.4.2) 
where the ver$cal arrows in (2.4.1) are canonical injections and (2.42) is 
defined by F ((t, 5’)) = (CQ + t;P>Q, i((aQ)Q) = (tr,+ aQjQ and j((t, C)j = 
r + 5’. By the above proof of Lemma 1, the duality in the first row will give 
THEOREM 1’. Theorem 1 remains valid if the assumption OII 
symmetricity is deleted and m, r are replaced $J dim Coker F”, dim Ker F‘-, 
respective&. 
Remark. Note that < E Ker f” implies (<, i) E Ker F-. Therefore, 
Ker F- = 0 implies Ker f- = 0. So, replacing Corollary l(i) of Theorem 1 by 
its nonsymmetric version does not add anything new. 
To check the above duality, it suffices to check that 




n IcQ xwq+,x wq+l- w2x w2 
BEG 
W W W (2.4.4) 
(tQ + t&‘> - (53 5’) - wlK’)~ bw3> 
are the duals of each other, and that the duals of the symmetries of the K- 
modules of (2.4.3) are given by (aa) + (c$) on nQEG rcQ, and (& <‘) --t (c’, r) 
on wq+, x wq+, and W, x W,. In fact, the first duality induces a duality 
between F and F”, and since i, j are surjective and their kernels consist 
precisely of those elements of the form * - f*, where t is the dual-symmetry 
described above, it moreover induces a duality between (2.4.1) and (2.4.2). 
In the rest of Section 2.4, we shall check the duality between (2.4.3) and 
(2.4.4); the dual expressions of symmetries will become obvious in this 
process. 
Our first step is to give some explicit presentation of the sheaf NF. Let U 
be a small affine open set of T, so that 
w, NT) = !& {m, e,vw(~ 4”s>l- (2.4.5) 
where fls(7’) is the invertible sheaf on S = C x C corresponding to the 
divisor T: 6s i’s the structure sheaf of S, and 0 runs over the open sets of S 
containing U. Take f E T(U, NT) and let YE r( u, F,(T)) be a representative 
ofJ: For an auxiliary purpose, choose a rational function I on C which is not 
a pth power in the function field of C, and put x = prF(l), y = &(t), where 
pri: S + C (i = 1,2) are the projections. Then the formal expression 
(2.4.6) 
(the suffix R denotes the restriction to n) depends only on f, and is 
independent of the choices offand oft, because if we change t by t’ and put 
x’ =prf(t’), J” = pr-F(t’), then 
{(y’ - x’“)/(y - x9)}, = (dx’/dx);. (2.4.7) 
If GE” denotes the module of all rational differentials of degree q on n, and 
Qg(-9) its dual over ~(17) (the function field of n), then fn can be 
considered as a local section of. the constant sheaf G”E(-@ on II. (We define 
fn = 0, if nn U f 4.) Similarly, define fn,. Then by the association 
f- cfn, fn,), we can identify fl with the following sheaf on T, whose 
sections on U consist of all pairs (f,, fn,) cfn E C2,nO(-‘), fIls E Gf!-“‘) 
satisfying 
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(i) Jn = 0 (resp. fn, = 0) if H n U = 4 (resp. ZI’ n U = p); 
(ii j fn (resp. fn ,) is regular on II n U (resp. Ill n i?), except possibiy 
Jfor simple poles on G T n U(G,,: the subset of ZZ f? II’ corresponding with G ); 
(iii) for each closed point Q E G, let rQ be us in Section 1.1, let P be 
the point of G, corresponding with Q, and call z’, (resp. r’,,) the differential 
on II (resp. L”) that corresponds to rQ via pr,:17 1‘; C (resp. pr2: IT’ Y C). 
Then 
res,(f,~(rP,)0'4+1f)=resp(fn,~(5~,)~'(q+'i) (2.48) 
for the residues at P. (This is an equality between two elements of K~, and 
not merely the Ic-conjugacy.) By this identification, T(U, iV:) (for the 
subsheaf A$ c iVF) consists of all pairs (fn, fn,) satisfying (i) and 
iii>o frr (resp. fn,) is regular on Iln U (resp. 17' n u). 
To calculate their cohomology groups, we can use the flasque sheaf .F on 
T defined by the description: r(U,;3 consists of all pairs (fn,fn8)E 
53?(-@ @ GE!Fq) satisfying (i). Make the identification H’(NO,) = 
Coker(H”(F)+ HO(X/Nt)), take @E H’@‘$), 6 be an element of 
H’(F/A$) representing @, and for each P E T, let (&, ~7;~) be a local 
section of F at P representing 6 at P. Take (<, {‘) E IVq + 1 x IV, T,, and let 
&, (resp. ?$,,) be the differentials of degree 4 + 1 on II (resp. H’) 
corresponding to < (resp. c) via pr,: Hz C (resp. prz: Hz C’). Define a 
pairing (@> (5, c)) between H’(A$) and W,, 1 x W, + L as follows (P runs 
over the closed points of H and II’): 
Then i@, K 63) is well defined and gives a dual pairing between H’(A$) 
and W,,, x W,,,; in fact, this is nothing but the direct product of cases of 
curves. Now to describe HO(ZG), take any (r E H”(ZG), and let (f g, f’,,) be 
a local section of NF at P E 6, representing o. Let op E K, be the common 
residue defined by (2.4.8) for (f’, , f  ‘,,). Then, u -+ (cxP) induces an 
isomorphism Ho@) CY fl PEG, ~,.Identify H”(Z’) with nPEoT KP by this 
isomorphism, and rIPEOT KP with its dual by the setf-dual pairing 
ii~,>, dB,)j = CPEartrKp,r (c+P,). Now let @ = 6(o): then we can choose 
6 = a: hence 
(2.4.10) 
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where the suffix P denotes taking the residue class at P. Now identify rc, with 
ICY (Q = pr,P) via the first projection, and let aa be the element of ~c 
corresponding to or E K,. We must be careful that the K-morphism xc + K~ 
defined by the second projection induces the conjugation of ICY over K. We 
then obtain 
(@a), (5, t’)) = C tr {aaCt, + tb”>i. 
QaGKQJK 
(2.4.11) 
Therefore, the dual of 6 maps (<, <‘) to (la + r;P),,,. Therefore, the left 
halves of (2.4.3) and (2.4.4) are the duals of each other. The duality between 
the right halves is already shown in [6]. (Proof of Proposition 1; replace 
W(&) (resp. IV(&)) by W,,, (resp. W,) by multiplying (d.u)@q 
(resp. dx).) One checks easily that the above dual pairing between H’@$) 
and Wq+l x wq+1 is the same as the one used in [6] to prove the duality on 
the right side. This settles the proof of the duality, and hence those of 
Theorem 1 and Theorem 1’. 
Remark. Since H’(NF) = Coker 6, the dual of Hr(NF) is nothing but the 
kernel of 6” (2.4.4). 
2.5. Theorem 3 and Its Proof 
We begin with the following 
LEMMA 3. Suppose that the pair [C, G ] satisfies the conditions (i) m = 0 
(ii) there exists a Jinite group G of u-automorphisms of C leaving G 
invariant as a set, such that (Coker f)’ = 0,’ where the action of G on 
Coker f is the one canonically induced from that on C. Let (R. r) be the 
couple representing the functor i, and (5F; 65) be a representative of r. Then 
R = W(K), and the action of G e?rtends uniqueb to that on %? leaving 6? 
invariant. 
ProoJ: Since m = 0, R is a quotient of W(K). Hence it suffices to show 
that (C, 7) has a symmetric lifting (gn; &) to W(lc)/p*+’ for every II > 0 
(satisfying [G]) together with the action of G. Suppose that (g,; &) is 
already constructed. Then the obstruction to the liftability of (F” ; g,) to 
W&)/P” + = is an element 6 of Coker f, which is canonically associated with 
the data (gn; gti,> and G. Since G is G-invariant, 6 must be G-invariant, and 
hence 8 = 0. Therefore, (Fn+ 1 ; gn+ 1) exists. Since m = 0, it is unique, and 
therefore, the action of G must also extend to (gn+, ; gn+ ,). The uniqueness 
of extension of the action of G to Vnn+ r is obvious by HO(O,) = 0. Q.E.D. 
‘As usual, the superscript G will indicate the operation of taking the subspace of all G- 
invariant elements. 
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Now we shall calculate the dimension of (Coker f)‘, assuming m = 0 and 
1 G] f 0 (mod p). As 1 G] & 0 (mod p), every finite K[G]-fnodule V is 
completely reducible. Hence dim VG = dim( V”)” for the dual . If V + V’ is 
a surjective K[ G]-homomorphism between two finite K[ G]-modules, 
vG+ VG is also surjective. In particular, (Coker f)” = ((Ohs)‘)‘! 
(Imagef)G. Since f is assumed injective, we have dim (Coker f)” = A - BV 
with A = dim ((Obs)S)G and B = dim (ZZ”(ZG)s)G. 
First, we calculate A. The K[G]-dual of (Obs)” is the kernel U of [rf]: 
W q+l --f I+‘>, with the natural action of G on differentials. Moreover, [;‘/I is 
surjective and commutes with each element of G; hence 
A=dim I%$+,-dim Wf. (2.51) 
To calculate dim e (h > l), consider the quotient curve Co = C/G, and call 
go its genus. We claim that 
dim c = (2h - l>(go - 1) + s [h(I - e&l)] deg Qo (h > l), (25.2) 
QO 
where Q. runs over all closed points of Co, eQO is the ramification index of 
Q, in the covering C + Co, and [Y] (r: a rational number) denotes the 
maximum integer n with n < r. To check this, identify Wf with the space of 
differentials To of degree h on Co whose pullbacks on C are regular. The 
latter condition is equivalent with (<,),, >, -D,, where ( )c, is the divisor 
taken on Co, and D, = CQo [h(l -e&r)] Q,. One easily checks, by using the 
obvious inequality [me-‘] > me-’ - (1 -e-l) (e, m E Z, > 0), that 
deg D, + (h - 1)(2g, - 2) > (h - 1) 2g, - 2 + s (1 - e6:) deg Qo[ 
QO 
= (h - 1)(2g- 2)n-’ > 0, 
where n = ]G]. Therefore, the Riemann-Roth theorem gives (2.5.2). By 
(2.5.1), (2.5.2) we obtain 
A = 2(q - l)( go - 1) + z [(q + I)(1 -e,d)] - I} deg Q,. (2.5.3) 
eQ,>l 
Now let us calculate B = dimXG, for X = ZZ”(2G)“. Decompose X = 
IIPEGrG with X, = ZZ”(2,)s % K. With respect to the natural action of G 
on C X C, let D, be the stabilizer in G of the closed point P(E GT), Z,(c DP) 
be the pointwise stabilizer of geometric points belonging to P, and put 
eP = IZ,l. Since the ramification is tame, ZP is a cyclic group isomorphic to a 
subgroup of K;. If deg P = 1, D, = Z, is cyclic with order dividing 4 - I. If 
deg P = 2, then ZP is a cyclic group with order dividing q2 - I, and when, 
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moreover, D, # Ip (i.e., when G contains an element u which inverts the two 
geometric points belonging to P), c-‘to = t4 holds for every r E IP and 
o E D, - IP. Let Q = pr( P, and let tQ be a prime element at Q. For each 
cr E D,, let C;,* E ~~ denote the residue class of (tQ)u/tQ at Q, and put &, = 
([,*)“” E K. Then 6 is independent of the choice of tQ, and it is easy to see 
that the action of o on X, = Ho&,)’ is given by the multiplication u --) & lo. 
We shall show that the action of D, on X, is a trivial action iff q E -1 
(mod e,) and cr* = 1 (when D, #I, and o E D, - ZP) hold. (Under the 
assumption q = -1 (mod e,), a2 is independent of the choice of 
CJ E D, -I,,.) First, since u -+ <,* maps I,, isomorphically into K:, the 
condition q E -1 (mod eP) is equivalent to the triviality of the action of I, 
on X,. Secondly, suppose now that D, #I,, o E D, - I,. Since 
(tQ)u/tQ = c,*(mod Q), we have (tQ)"z/(tQ)" = (i,*)” (mod Q); hence 
(tQ)O*/tQ E &(mod Q). But since c2 E IP, &, = 1 holds iff o* = 1. 
Now decompose G, into the disjoint union of G-orbits; 6, = LJu V,, and 
for each v, put X = JJPsl) X,. Since the representation of G on X, is 
compatible with the G-subsiitution on V,, it is the one induced from the 
linear representation of D, on X, (P E ‘$3,). From this we conclude, either by 
the Frobenius reciprocity theorem on induced representations (which is valid 
since ) GI f 0 (mod p)), or by a simple direct calculation, that dime < 1, 
and that the equality holds iff the action of D, on X, is trivial. Therefore, 
dim Xc is equal to the number of closed points P E 6,, counted up to G- 
equivalence, such that q E -1 (mod eP) and a* = 1 for u E D, - Ip. Since 
the first projection 6 T r G is compatible with the action of G, we obtain 
B= c jQoT 
QOSCI 
where G, = 6/G (the set of closed points of C, lying below 6) and jQO 
(Q, E 6,) is defined by 
.iQ,,= 1 ifq=--1 (modeQ),ando2=1forcrEDQ-IQ 
=o otherwise. 
(2.55) 
(Q is a closed point of C lying above Q,. Note that eQ = eQo by definition.) 
As above, write n = (G(. Then 
H= c degQ=n 2 e;‘degQ,, 
QEG QOEc, 
g - 1 = n 
I 
go - 1 + $ C (1 -e&I> deg Qo 3 (2.5.6) 
QOECO I 
C deg Q = ne;: deg QO . 
Q/PO 
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l3y (2.5.3), (2.5.4) and (2.5.6), we obtain 
dim (Coker f)” 
=w?- 1)(&l- 1) 
+ x {[(4+1X1- e,-,‘>] - 11 deg Qo - x j,. 
%a> 1 QOE% 
= 2 @e&,‘deg Q, -.iQ,> 
QL+% 
+ s ecS1rQodegQ,-22n-‘{H--q- l)(g- l)i, (2.5.7) 
QO~CO 
where rQO is the integer defined by q - 1 = koDeoo+ ‘Q. (ko,, rQoE .& 
0 < yQo < eQO). Here, note that rQo # eQ, - 1 when eQo 1 1, because f&, f 0 
(mod p) (as n f 0 (mod p)). Now for each closed point Q of C, put 
hQ = ‘QIJ+ 
2 - eQ,.iQ,tdeg Qo) - i QEG 
0 Q@G, 
(2.5.8) 
Q, being the point of C, below Q. Note that h, > 0 for all Q. In fact, if 
jQO = 1, then e,,J (q + 1); therefore, rQo is given by 0 (when eQO = 1) or eQo - 2 
(when eQO > I), which implies h, > 0. By using h,, we can rewrite the 
second formula of (2.5.7) as 
dim(Cokerf)G=n--1~/zQdegQ-2n-‘jH-(q-- l)(g- l)j, (23.9) 
Q 
Thus, by Lemma 3, we have proved 
THEOREM 3. Let [C, G] be such that m = 0, and suppose that C has a 
group G of K-automorphisms leaving G invariant as a set, satisfying \G\ f 0 
(mod p). For each closed point Q of C, define h, > 0 as above. Then (i) 
2 h, deg Q 2 2iH - (4 - l)(g - I)!, 
QEC 
(2.510) 
(ii) the equality in (2.5.10) implies R = W(K), 
Proof of Corollary 1. Put G = ( 1, (T). Since q is odd and eQ ,< 2, pQ, = 0 
for all Q. Moreover,jnO = 1, by definition. Therefore, 
C h, deg Q = c (2 - e,&deg Qd-‘1 dcg Q- 
Q Q== 
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Since H = H, f 2H, = CQso degQ, and r=2(q- l)(g- 1)-H, -Hz (as 
m = 0), we have 
~hh,degQ-2~H-(q-l>(g-l)r 
Q 
=2(q- I)(g- l)-xeeu,(degQ,)-’ degQ 
Q 
= r- r (eQO(degQ,)-‘degQ- l)=r-a. 
QEG 
Therefore, Corollary 1 follows from Theorem 3. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Corollary 2. When H= (q - I)(g - l), the equality in (2.5.10) 
holds iff h, = 0 for all Q. But this is easily seen to be equivalent with the 
conditions (a), (b), (c). In fact, the condition h, = 0, all Q, implies 
(1) (QoEG ,,;“a,,= I}=@ 
(11) Q. E GO, eQ, > 4 jQQ = 1 3 deg Q, = 1, 
(III) {QoE$,,eQo> 17jQ,,=o}=0 
(IV Qo @ 60, eQo > 1 a q = 1 (mod eQ,). 
Note that the condition “deg Q, = 1” (for Q, E 6,) is equivalent with 
“D, #I, if deg Q = 2.” The conditions (I) - (III) combined are thus 
equivalent with “QO E G, * eQ, > l,qz-1 (modeQ,),DQ#IQifdegQ=2, 
and (T’ = 1 for u e D, - IQ.?’ Recall that when deg Q = 1, epO is always a 
factor of q - 1. Therefore, p cannot be 2 if these conditions are satisfied. 
Since (~-‘m = ~4 (s E I,), (I) - (III) combined is equivalent with (a). (b) (of 
Corollary 2) combined, and (IV) is equivalent with (cj. Q.E.D. 
2.6. Proof of Theorem 4 
Now we shall prove Theorem 4 as an application of the theory of 
associated differentials [6 1. First, let us reproduce Theorem 5 of [6] in a 
more convenient form. Let [C, 61 be any given pair for q = p, and J2” be the 
set of all differentials LC) ’ of degree p - 1 on C satisfying the following 
conditions (a), (b), where w denotes the differential of degree 1 on a cyclic 
covering of C determined (up to F,X-multiples) by the equation 
oj’ = (@M- l), 
(a) (w‘)<~&~GQ (for the divisor of w ’ ), 
(b) y(tu) = w (y: the Cartier operator). 
Two elements w ’ , w .I E. ~2’ are called F,-conjugate of each other, if the 
residue classes of (tQ)2(dtQ)@(p-‘) LU’ J and (tQ)2(dtQ)o’p-‘) /CO’! at each 
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Q E G are F,-conjugates of each other, where tQ is a locai parameter at Q. 
(This definition coincides with the one in [6], because elements of QRc cannot 
have simple zeros; cf. [6].) Now, by (2.3.1), Theorem 5 of [6] (for “Case 1”) 
is equivalent with the following 
LEMMA 4. There is a canonical bijection between the set of congruence 
relations (C,, Cl ; T,) beZonging to [C, G, Z/(p’)] and that of ordered pairs 
(co’, 0”) of mutually F,-conjugate elements of L+. If (C,, Ci,; T!) 
corresponds with (w . , w. ’ ), then (Cl, C, ; ‘T,) corresponds with (o ‘, w ). 
Now assume that [C, G] is of unram$ed type, i.e., CQECdeg Q = 
(p - l)(g- 1). Since the degree of (uJ’) is equal to (p - 1)(2g - 2), the 
degree of two divisors in (a) coincide. Therefore, (a) is equivalent with 
(co’) = 2 CQEC Q. T herefore, CO. is uniquely determined by the condition (a) 
up to E,X’-multiples. But y(cw) = &Y(W) for c E FP (the algebraic closure of 
F,); hence the two equations y(w) = U, y(cw) = cw combined give rP- i = I. 
Therefore, there exists at most one differential Q ’ of degree p - 1 on C 
satisfying both (a) and (b). Therefore, we obtain 
COROLLARY. When [C,G] . f IS o unramified type, there exists at most one 
congruence relation belonging to [C, 6, Z/(p’)]. It exists @-and only if there 
exists a differential w. of degree p - 1 on C sati@ing the conditions (w ’ ) = 
2 &Et Q. y(a)) = w, and (w’/(tQ)‘(dtQ)@@-‘) )Q E F, for all Q & 6, where 
w’ = w@‘~-“, 1~ is the Cartier operator, tQ . IS a local uniformization at Q. 
and ( )a denotes the residue class at Q. When it exists, it is symmetric. 
Proof of Theorem 4. Suppose that there exists at least one congruence 
relation (%‘, g’; E-) belonging to [C, 6, Zp]. Then by the above corollary, 
(C,, C;; T,) is unique up to infinitesimal isomorphisms; hence Ker F = 0 
(the nonsymmetric version of Lemma 1; see Sections 2.3, 2.4). Therefore, by 
Theorem I’, (P, g’; K) is at most unique up to equivalence (recall that F- 
is the dual of F). The symmetricity follows from the uniqueness. QED. 
Proof of the statement in the footnote to Conjecture 1.3 can be obtained 
by a slightly more extended use of [6, Sect. 121. 
2.1. Proof of Theorem 2 and Its Corollaries 
First, let (%?? G?‘; F) be a lifting of (C, T) to A E M’. Then the following 
two conditions are equivalent: 
(i) All points of I7 n II’ are ordinary w.r.t. (9, ‘Y’; r j; 
(ii) There exist A-flat closed subschemes .Y”, 9’ c E- which lift II, II’, 
respectively. (9,9’ are then unique.) 
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The implication (ii) * (i) is obvious. To check (i) => (ii), first let A be 
Artinian. Then by the uniqueness of yu and SL (see Section 1.1), 9 and 9’ 
exist (and uniquely). By the algebraizability of projective system of closed 
subschemes, 9 and 9’ exist for any A E &‘. 
Thus, for G = 0, the problem of finding congruence relations belonging to 
[C, G, A ] is equivalent to that of finding liftings of, so to speak, 
(C, C; 17, n’) to A. With the symmetricity assumption, this becomes the 
problem of Theorem 2. Therefore, R’ in Theorem 2 is nothing but the R in 
Theorem 1 for G = 0. 
Proof of Theorem 2. In Theorem 1, take G = 0. Then m = 0. This 
implies R’ = IV(K)/@ with some ideal Cp c (p). The new content of 
Theorem 2 is that @ # (0), and @ = (p) for 9 = p. 
That @# (0). Suppose @ were (0). Then (C, fl) lifts to (G?‘,S) over 
B’(K). Consider the two projections of 9 c G? XWtKj P on the general fiber. 
Then the first projection gives an isomorphism while the second is of degree 
q. The contradiction comes from the comparison of the genus of the general 
tibres of 9 and of %7. 
That o=(p) if q= p. This is more delicate point, and we need 
associated differentials. Take G = 0 in Lemma 4 (Section 2.6). Then 
(w ’ ) < 0; hence deg (w ’ ) < 0. But since o ’ is a differential of degree q - 1, 
deg (cc’) = 2(q - l)( g - 1 > 0; hence o’ cannot exist. Therefore, there is no 
congruence relation belonging to [C, 0,Z/(p’)]. This implies @ = (p). 
Q.E.D. 
By the above proof, the following “nonsymmetric version” of Theorem 2 is 
obvious. 
THEOREM 2’. Theorem 2 remains valid if we replace 1’ by the functor 
&’ 3 A + {equivalence classes of Igtings of (C, C; 17, Ill) to A } E Sets. 
Proof of Corollary 1. Suppose that K were reducible. Then it is easy to 
show (using the obvious fact that g XA 0 is a regular scheme and hence 
every closed integral subscheme of codimension one is locally defined by a 
single equation) that g has two components .9”,.9’, each A-flat, that lift 
Z& ZZ’, respectively. But this contradicts Theorem 2’, as Horn (R’, A) is either 
empty (ch. A = 0) or consists only of the trivial element (ch. A = p). 
Therefore, &7 is irreducible. That d is reduced follows easily. 
Now let P E Z7n Ill, K, be its residue field (=Fq or I;,>), and A, be the 
unique unramitied extension of A with residue field K~. Then the completion ^ 
Og,P of the local ring OF P is either AP[ [X, Y]]/XY or AP[ [X, Y]]/(XY - p’) 
(I> 1). From the definition of ordinary point, it follows by a standard 
argument that P is ordinary w.r.t. (557, g’; g) if and only if 8,,, z 
AP[ [X, Y]]/XY; in other words, special if and only if 6,, is normal, hence if 
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and only if Oz,P is normal (cf. [9, 18.4 and Theorem 37.51). Therefore, if 
Fnr denotes the normalization of 6, the special points are the crossings of 17 
and 17’ on &Ynr. Therefore, if H’ denotes the number of geometric special 
points, the invariance of the arithmetic genus for the two fibers of F”‘, 
combined with the Hurwitz formula for the projections Fnr + F? F’ on the 
general fiber, give (as in [7a, Sect. 1.41) 
H’=(q-l)(g-l)+$ (2.7.1) 
where 6 is the degree of the “Differente” of the covering 6”‘-+ 5F or g’ on 
the general fiber. Since the special points must belong to G (by definitionj, 
we have H’ < H, and the equality holds iff (g, 5??‘: a) stl?ctl~y belongs to 
[C, G, A 1. This proves Corollary 1. Q.E,D. 
Corollary 2 follows immediately from Corollary 1. 
3. EXAMPLES 
3.1 
We shall discuss four selected examples. Example 1 deals with an 
application of Theorem 1. There are many other examples of this sort. The 
remaining three examples are of unramz~ed type, discussed in connection 
with Theorem 3 or its Corollary. Example 3 contains an example of a 
congruence relation belonging to [C, 6, Z/(p*)], which is not extendable to 
one belonging to [C, 6, Z/(p3)] (for p = 3). Example 4 is the reduction 
mod ‘$I of a Shimura curve looked at from the side of characteristic p. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let C be the smooth compactification of an affrne plane 
curve over IC = F, defined by 
y2+(x3+x+ l)y=XZ+X+ 1. 
Then g= 2, and U is spanned by {, = (x’ +x + l>-“(dx)@’ and 5: = 
(x + y)(x3 +x + 1))3(d.x)@‘3. Let p be a generator of F,, so that 
p* + p + 1 = 0. The following table gives the list of all ched points (2 of C 
with deg Q < 2 (by their (x, y)-coordinates), our choice of te, and the vahtes 
of ({,)c w.r.t. tQ. 
deg Q 1 1 2 2 2 2 
TQ 4x - ' ) d(x-‘) dx dx dx dx 
K)Q 1 1 1 1 P P 
(TJQ 1 0 P P2 P 0 
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With this table, we can calculate the dimensions of the kernel and the 
cokernel off- or F”, for any G. 
(i) Take G = {( co, co), (co, O)}. Then f- is bijective and F- is 
surjective. Therefore, R = Z2 ; hence there exists a unique symmetric 
congruence relation (9’; g) belonging to [C, 6, Z2], and no nonsymmetric 
ones. Since (5F; E-) belongs to [C, 6, Z,], the set of special points is 
contained in G. We can show that they coincide. In fact, the pair of 
differentials corresponding to the first infinitesimal extension (C, ; T,) (cf. 
Lemma 4, Section 2.6) is given by (o’, w’), w’ =x-‘(x3 + x + l)-‘dx, and 
(to’) = 2{(co, co) + (co, O)} - {(O,p) + (0,~~)) is its divisor. Since the zeros 
of w ’ are precisely at (co, co) and (co, 0), it follows from Theorem 5 [6] 
and (2.3. I) that these two points are special w.r.t. (C, ; T,), and hence also 
w.r.t. (%?; g). The poles of w’ are related to the ramiJications of two 
projections KHr + g on the general fiber. In fact, we can check by using a 
result of [4, Sect. 3.4) that each of these two morphisms of degree 3 is 
ramified at two geometric points of ,Fnr @ Q2 with ramification index 2, and 
their projections to %? @ Q2 specialize to the two poles of w’. 
(ii) Take G = Go. Then m = 4, r = 0. Therefore, R = Z, [It, ,..., t4] 1; 
hence the symmetric liftings of (C, T) to characteristic 0 are parametrized by 
four 2-adic integers. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let C be the smooth compactification of a plane curve of 
genus 2 over K = F,, defined by 
y* =x(x” - 1). 
Take 6 = { (0, 0), (1,O)). Then H= 2 = (p - l)(g - 1); hence [C, 61 is of 
unramified type. C has an involutive automorphism (x, y) + (x, -y) which 
fixes each point of 6, and on the other hand, a simple calculation shows that 
m = 0. Therefore, R = Z 3, by Corollary 2 (or also by Corollary 1) of 
Theorem 3; accordingly, there exists a unique symmetric congruence relation 
belonging to [C, 6, Z,]. By a result of [4], Knr is a regular scheme. 
I do not know whether this congruence relation comes from a Shimura 
curve, nor for the next example. 
EXAMPLE 3. Consider the plane quartic C c P2 over K = F,, defined by 
@(X,Y,Z)=X3Y-XY3+XYZ2+aYZ3+bXZ3+cZ”=0 (a,b,cEK). 
It is nonsingular iff either ab # 0 or a = 0, c # 0. Assume this; then g = 3. 
Let G be the set of four K-rational points of C defined by Z = 0. It consists 
of all the K-rational points lying on the line L defined by Z = 0. Since 
H=4=(p- l)(g- 1). [C,G] is of unramified type. We see that f-, F’ are 
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surjective. This can of course be checked directly, but also by the following 
indirect easier method. Consider the differential w = @,(x, ;, l)-‘ds = 
(x’ +x + a)-‘d-r, where x=X/Z, y = Y/Z. Then (w) = C . I, = cgcB Q, 
and y(w) = w because CO = t-l dt for t = .x3 +x + a. Since all points of G 
are of degree 1 over K, (w”‘, a’*) is a pair of mutually x-conjugate elements 
of LP; hence there exists a unique congruence relation (C,, C{; T,) 
belonging to [C, 6,2/(3 *)I, and it is symmetric. Therefore, F” and f must 
be surjective. 
The case a # 0 or b # 0. In this case, a calculation based on the theory 
of associated differentials [6, Theorem 41 shows that there is no extension 
(C,. C; ; T2) of (C,, C; ; T,) belonging to [C, G, Z/(3”)]; hence a priori there 
is no congruence relation belonging to [C, G, Z,], and R = Z/(3’). 
The case a = b = 0. In this case, c = & 1, and the two pairs [C, G ] 
defined by c = 1 and c = - 1 are isomorphic. So, we may assume c = 1. The 
curve C has an involution (X: Y: Z) + [X: Y: -Z) which leaves each point of 
G fixed. Therefore, by Corollary 1 of Theorem 3, we have R = Z, ; hence 
there exists a unique symmetric congruence relation belonging to [C? 6, Z,]. 
EXAMPLE 4. Let B be the indefinite quaternion algebra over the ration& 
with discriminant 6, 0 a maximal order of B, and E the unique two-sided O-- 
ideal with (2’ = 6. Let p # 2,3 be a prime number and put 
Let (g, F’; ET') be the Shimura-Morita congruence relation corresponding to 
r in the sense of (7a, Sect. 61. It is symmetric, of unramified type, and 
belongs to [C, G, Zp], where C is the proper smooth irreducible curve over 
F, whose function field is 
F&x, Y); y2=x6+ 1, 
and 6 has been calculated by using the method of associated differentials 
and Schwarzian equations [4, 51. It is given as follows. Put 
t = (x” - l)‘/(-4x6). Then FJx, y)/F,(t) is a Galois extension of degree 48, 
whose ramifications are only above t = 0, 1, co with ramification indices 
eo=2,e,=4,e o. = 6, respectively. Put 
XL?(P)= (-%)7 xl(P)= (-i)9 x,(p) = j- -5 
\ 1 P.) 
and gj = e;‘(p -xi(p)) (i = 0, 1, co). Then gi E Z (i = 0, 1, co), and 
go + g1 -+- g, is always even. Let 8, be the set of geometric points of the 
projective t-line defined as 
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(i) The points t = 0, 1, co are contained in GO iff x0(p) = -1, 
x,(p) = -1, x,(p) = -1, respectively. 
(ii) When t, # 0, 1, co, the point t = to is contained in E, iff 
F(a, b; c; to) = 0, where 
a.b 
F(a,b;c;t)= 1 +Kt+ 4a+l)b(b+l)t2+ 
1.2.c(c+l) **. 
is a finite hypergeometric series of degree j(p - I -g, -g, -g,) over 
K = F, defined by the data a = f(1 + p + g, + g, + g,), b = a - g,, and 
c= 1 + g,. 
Let E be the set of all geometric points of C lying above 8,. Then G is 
stable under F,-conjugation, and G is the set of closed points of C deter- 
mined by E. Note that g = 3 (C @,g consists of two components of genus 2; 
hence g - 1 = 2(2 - 1) = 2 (cf. Section 4.1)), and that H = 2(p - 1) = 
(P- l)(g- 1). Th e pair (m’, w’) of differentials corresponding to the first 
infinitesimal extension is given by 
where Ji = j(p - 1 - gi) (i= 0, 1, co), and c,, E xx is the coeficient of tp-’ 
in the polynomial tz60( 1 - t)“&lF(a, b; c; t)p-2 (cf. [4, Sect. 4.31). 
Now we shall examine to what extent our existence criterion (Corollary 2 
of Theorem 3) applies to this pair [C, 61, for which the existence of a 
congruence relation is already established by a method of reduction. The 
answer is that it is applicable ifp < 23, but for no further p’s! In fact, take G 
to be the Galois group of F&, y)/F,(t). Then ) G] = 48, and G is the full 
automorphism group of FP2(x, ~7). By the above description of ramifications, 
e, = 2,4, 6 if Q lies above t = 0, 1, co (respectively), and e. = 1 otherwise. 
But the conditions (a), (b) of Corollary 2 of Theorem 3 require e, > 1 for all 
Q E 6. So, Corollary 2 is applicable only when G consists only of points 
lying above t = 0, 1, co, and this is equivalent with p < 23. (This remains 
obviously true if G is replaced by a smaller group.) On the other hand, if 
p < 23, all conditions of Corollary 2 are satisfied for this G (use w’ to check 
the surjectivity off-,’ as in Example 3). 
3.2. The Table for q = g = 2 
There are altogether 20 distinct F,-isomorphism classes of proper smooth 
geometrically irreducible curves C of genus 2 over F,. The curves C 
indicated with 0 are those satisfying the assumption of Corollary l(i) of 
Theorem I for G = Go. Thus, for these 13 curves C, (C, T) can be lifted to a 
symmetric congruence relation over 2, = W(F,). Two curves indicated with 
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X are those with which there is even no symmetric lifting of (C, T) over 
Z/(4). The remaining five curves (indicated with ?) are those for which 
(C, 7’) can be lifted over to Z/(4) but unknown whether it lifts further up to 
Z *. The curves are classified according to the type of hyperelliptic 
ramifications (which are wild). N, (resp N2) denote the number of 
F?(resp. F,)-rational points of C. 
Affine equation for C 
c Liftability yz+l’=: N, iv, 
The ramifications in the 
hyperelliptic covering C -+ P ’ 
looks like: 























x5 + x' 
x5+x3+x 
x5 + x3 f  1 
xi +x-t 1 
x3 + .KT' 
x3 + I +x-' 






(x3+x+ 1)x-'(xt I)-' 3 3 
x3(x2+x+ 1)-’ 3 7 
(x3 +x)(x2+x+ I)-' 5 7 
(x'txt 1)(x2+x+ I)-’ 1 7 
(x'tx+ I)-' 2 6 
x(x3+x+ 1)-’ 4 IO 
x2(x34-x+ 1)-' 4 6 
(x2 fX)(X'fXf l)-' 6 6 
(x't l)(xj+xt l)-’ 2 10 






a-2 2 2 
w 
-0 1 m 
s-2 2 2 
00 P P2 
.p2+p +l=G 
B a’ 9” 
@,8’,9”, : the roots of 
P+t+1=0 
’ F,-isomorphic with the curve of Example I 
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4. REMARKS AND OPEN QUESTIONS 
4.1. About the Assumptions on C 
The results of this paper remain valid if the assumption of absolute 
irreducibility of C/F, is replaced by irreducibility. In this case, the genus g of 
C should be understood as the integer (> 1) defined by g - 1 = n( 5 - l), 
where g’ is the genus of each irreducible component of c= C aFg F4 pQ: the 
algebraic closure) and n is the number of connected components of C. Note 
that lirn 17’ f 0 only when n = 1 or 2; so in the case of interest, the exact 
constant field of C is either Fq or Fqz. 
4.2. A Formula for the First InJnitesimal Obstruction 6 
Let K = FP, and 8 E Coker f be the obstruction to the existence of a 
symmetric congruence relation (C, ; T,) belonging to [C, G, Z/(p’)], 
considered as a linear form on Ker f”. Then an explicit formula for 6 is 
given as follows. Fix any t E FP(C) (the function field) which is not a pth 
power in I;,(C). Take any < E Kerf”, and write r = [ @ (dt)@” with c E G. 
As iE U, we have J!([) = 0; hence <= dx with some x E F,,(C). Since 
dx > -p . (dt), there exists an adele (sa) of F,(C) such that x - (sg) > 
-Nt). 
PROPOSITION 1. S(l) = CQ trKo,“- resg(sQ dt), where Q runs over all 
closed points of C. 
The higher infinitesimal obstructions can also be expressed by using 
associated differentials of local extensions, but it is neither sufficiently 
explicit nor well understood. 
4.3. Correspondences instead of Automorphisms? 
It is natural to ask whether one can generalize Theorem 3 by using an 
unramified correspondence of C stabilizing 6, instead of automorphisms. 
Then the question centers around the eigenvalues of a Hecke operator acting 
on Ker f “. But at any rate, finding nontrivial unramified correspondences of 
C is not an easy matter, so that such a criterion would not seem so practical. 
4.4. Congruence Relations of UnramiJied Type and Shimura Curves 
We do not know whether all congruence relations of ,unramified type 
correspond to Shimura curves in the sense of [7a, Sect. 61, although the 
result of Margulis, “a fuchsian group is arithmetic, if its commensurability 
group is dense in PSL,(R),” makes it look quite likely to be true. 
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